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Abstract: In this study, the climatological precipitation increase from July to August over the western
North Pacific (WNP) region was investigated through observations and simulations in the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6), atmospheric model simulations and historical
experiments. Firstly, observational analysis showed that the precipitation increase is associated with
a decrease in the local sea surface temperature (SST), indicating that the precipitation increase is not
driven by the change in SST. In addition, the pattern of precipitation increase is similar to the vertical
motion change at 500-hPa, suggesting that the precipitation increase is related to the circulation
change. Moisture budget analysis further confirmed this relation. In addition to the observational
analysis, the outputs from 26 CMIP6 models were further evaluated. Compared with atmospheric
model simulations, air–sea coupled models largely improve the simulation of the climatological
precipitation increase from July to August. Furthermore, model simulations confirmed that the bias
in the precipitation increase is intimately associated with the circulation change bias. Thus, two
factors are responsible for the bias of the precipitation increase from July to August in climate models:
air–sea coupling processes and the performance in vertical motion change.

Keywords: July to August; late summer; precipitation; western North Pacific; air–sea interaction;
AMIP; historical; CMIP6; moisture budget

1. Introduction

The tropical western Pacific is the region with the highest sea surface temperature
around the globe and is denoted as the western Pacific warm pool. The western North
Pacific (WNP) summer monsoon (WNPSM) is an important component of the broad
Asian summer monsoon. The WNPSM is regarded as an oceanic monsoon and is driven
primarily by meridional gradients of sea surface temperature (SST) [1–4]. In boreal sum-
mer, the intensity and location of the convection activities above the warm pool and
WNP regions can largely impact the summer climate in East Asia through the so-called
Pacific–Japan teleconnection pattern [5–7]. The summer mean climate variability has been
extensively investigated in previous studies. For example, the interannual variability of
the WNP and East Asian summer climate is largely modulated by the El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) [8], especially during El Niño decaying summers, through a huge
anomalous anticyclone over the Philippine Sea. The anticyclone, formed from the El Niño’s
developing autumn, can maintain through the El Niño’s mature winter to the subsequent
summer. The mechanisms of formation and maintenance of this anomalous anticyclone
have been extensively studied [9–14].

Although most previous studies considered the summer mean climate in the WNP
and East Asia regions as a whole, only a few previous studies have investigated its sub-
seasonal variability. The WNPSM also has pronounced sub-seasonal variability and should
not be neglected. For instance, climatologically, from June to July, after the South China
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Sea monsoon outbreaks, warm pool convection intensifies and expands northward. The
ridge line of the western Pacific subtropical high (WPSH) is located between 20 and 25◦ N,
and the Mei-Yu season begins. In the late summer in East Asia (from July to August), the
warm pool convection strengthens and moves north-eastward suddenly, with the outbreak
of the western North Pacific monsoon terminating the Mei-Yu season from the Yangtze
River Valley to Japan [15,16]. Although the Mei-Yu season usually occurs from June to
July, the changes in circulation and precipitation from July to August can have a very large
impact on human lives [17,18]. For example, in July 1998, shortly after the Mei-Yu front
moved to northern China, it moved back to the middle and lower basins for a second time
and caused continuous, strong precipitation [19,20]. Moreover, the modes of the WPSH
also differ between early and late summer [21]. From July to August, the anomalous WPSH
and its associated precipitation show more notable interannual variabilities [22], with
a more significant effect on local climate anomalies. For example, in the late summer of
2013, the WPSH occurred further north than its normal location, causing an anomalous
strong heat wave in the Yangtze River Valley. The influence of ENSO on the East Asian
climate and WPSH also evolves across the season of the monsoon circulation [23]. A recent
study investigated the interannual variation in the zonal displacement of the WPSH from
early to late summer [24]. All these studies demonstrate that the sub-seasonal variation
in the atmospheric variables (e.g., precipitation) and circulation (e.g., WPSH) in the WNP
and East Asia from July to August should be considered and investigated.

Climate models are essential tools for the climate research community. The perfor-
mance of different phases of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) in the sim-
ulation of the summer climate and associated circulation in the WNP and East Asia has
been extensively and systematically evaluated in previous studies [25–28]. For the sub-
seasonal scale, previous studies have shown that the month-to-month northward shifts of
the WPSH can be reasonably reproduced, while it is a great challenge for large amounts
of CMIP Phase 5 (CMIP5) models to simulate the zonal shifts of the WPSH from early to
late summer [29]. Moreover, compared with atmospheric models driven by the prescribed
sea surface temperature (SST, the so-called Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
(AMIP) type simulation), air–sea coupled climate models have shown better performances
in reproducing the sub-seasonal variation in WPSH and associated precipitation [30]. Al-
though these preliminary conclusions can be drawn concerning the sub-seasonal scale,
the sub-seasonal variation in the WPSH and associated precipitation in the WNP and East
Asia are relatively lower than the summer mean and deserve further research. Thus, in this
study, experiments involving multiple CMIP Phase 6 (CMIP6) models, including AMIP
simulations and historical simulations, were adopted to investigate the performance of
CMIP6 models in reproducing the climatological sub-seasonal variation in the precipitation
and associated circulation in the WNP and East Asian regions.

2. Experiments, Data and Methods

AMIP-type simulations and historical simulations involving 26 CMIP6 models are
adopted in this study. These models are selected so that all necessary variables (precipita-
tion and vertical velocity at 500-hPa), in both AMIP and historical simulations, would be
available for analysis in this study. Detailed information on these models is provided in
Tables 1 and 2. The model data come from AMIP (historical) experiments, involving 26
CMIP6 GCMs of the recent period 1979–2014 (1850–2014). Basic information on the models
and experiments is given in Table 1. Further details can be found in [31,32] and are available
online at https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip (accessed on 20 October 2020).

https://www.wcrp-climate.org/wgcm-cmip
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Table 1. Information on the CMIP6 models used in this study.

Model ID Institute Atmospheric
Resolution

Integration Period

AMIP Historical

2 BCC-CSM2-MR Beijing Climate Center, China 320 × 160

1979–2014 1850–2014

3 BCC-ESM1 128 × 64
4 CAMS-CSM1-0 Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, China 320 × 160

5 CanESM5 Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis,
Environment and Climate Change Canada 128 × 64

6 CESM2
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Climate

and Global Dynamics Laboratory, USA

288 × 192
7 CESM2-FV2 144 × 96
8 CESM2-WACCM 288 × 192
9 CESM2-WACCM-FV2 144 × 96

10 CIESM Department of Earth System Science, Tsinghua
University, China 288 × 192

11 E3SM-1-0 LLNL; ANL; BNL; LANL; LBNL; ORNL; PNNL; SNL;
USA 360 × 180

12 EC-Earth3-Veg EC-Earth-Consortium 512 × 256
13 FGOALS-f3-L Chinese Academy of Sciences, China 288 × 180
14 FGOALS-g3 180 × 80

15 FIO-ESM-2-0
First Institute of Oceanography, State Oceanic

Administration, Qingdao National Laboratory for
Marine Science and Technology, China

288 × 192

16 IITM-ESM Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, India 192 × 94
17 INM-CM4-8 Institute for Numerical Mathematics, Russian

Academy of Science, Russia
180 × 120

18 INM-CM5-0 180 × 120

19 KACE-1-0-G
National Institute of Meteorological Sciences/Korea

Meteorological Administration, Climate Research
Division, Republic of Korea

192 × 144

20 MIROC6 JAMSTEC, AORI, NIES, and R-CCS, Japan 256 × 128
21 MPI-ESM1-2-HR Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany 384 × 192
22 MRI-ESM2-0 Meteorological Research Institute, Tsukuba, Japan 320 × 160

23 NESM3 Nanjing University of Information Science and
Technology, China 192 × 96

24 NorCPM1 NorESM Climate modeling Consortium consisting of
CICERO, MET-Norway, NERSC, NILU, UiB and UNI,

Norway

144 × 9625 NorESM2-LM

26 SAM0-UNICON Seoul National University, Republic of Korea 288 × 192

27 TaiESM1 Research Center for Environmental Changes,
Academia Sinica, Nankang, Taiwan 288 × 192
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Table 2. Abbreviations for some institutes mentioned in Table 1.

Abbreviations Full Names

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
ANL Argonne National Laboratory
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory
LBNL Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
SNL Sandia National Laboratories

JAMSTEC Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology
AORI Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, the University of Tokyo
NIES National Institute for Environmental Studies

R-CCS RIKEN Center for Computational Science
CICERO Center for International Climate and Environmental Research

MET Norwegian Meteorological Institute
NERSC Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Center
NILU Norwegian Institute for Air Research
UiB University of Bergen
UiO University of Oslo
UNI Uni Research

The following monthly observational and reanalysis datasets are adopted in this
study. The precipitation dataset we used is a widely-used dataset, the Global Precipitation
Climatology Project (GPCP) 2.5◦ precipitation version 2.3 [33]. Multiple variables are
used, including the horizontal and vertical velocity, specific humidity, and surface fluxes
(longwave/short wave radiation, sensible and latent heat fluxes). In this study, we use
the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)–Department of Energy (DOE)
Reanalysis 2, which is an improved version of the NCEP Reanalysis 1 model, with fixed
errors and updated parameterizations of physical processes [34]. The monthly global
2◦ × 2◦ Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) version 5 SST dataset is
also adopted [35]. Data concerning the common period 1979–2014 covered by both obser-
vational datasets and model simulations are extracted from all datasets. For evaporation
fields, there are no direct outputs from NCPE-DOE, so we calculate the evaporation field
using the latent heat flux [36]. The relation between the latent heat flux (LH) and surface
evaporation (E) can be written as:

E = − LH
L

(1)

where L is the latent heat of the vaporization of water.
Moisture budget analysis is adopted in this study to examine the reason for the cli-

matological precipitation increase from July to August in the WNP region. The formula is
adopted from previous studies [36,37] and is briefly described here:

P′ = E′ − 〈ω ∂q′

∂p
〉 − 〈ω′ ∂q

∂p
〉 − 〈V·∇q′〉 − 〈V′·∇q〉+ Res (2)

where P, E, qω and V denote the precipitation, evaporation, specific humidity, vertical
velocity, and horizontal wind, respectively; res is the residual. The angle brackets 〈·〉
stand for vertical integration. The overbar denotes for the climatology in July, and a prime
denotes the change from July to August.

The evaluation of the model performance in the focused region is based on the method
shown in [25,38–40]:

Skill =
(1 + R)2(

SDR + 1
SDR

)2 , (3)
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where R is the pattern correlation between the observation and model simulation, SDR is
the ratio of spatial standard deviation (SDR) of the model against observation. R quantifies
the similarity of the distribution of a spatial pattern to the observations, while SDR quanti-
fies the amplitude of a spatial pattern to the observations. Under this definition, for any
given variance, the skill score should increase monotonically with increasing correlation,
and for any given correlation, the skill score should increase as the modeled variance
approaches the observed variance. Under this definition, skill decreases toward zero as
the correlation becomes more and more negative, or as the SDR approaches either zero
or infinity. Skill increases toward one as the correlation becomes more and more positive,
or as the model variance approaches the observed variance. This evaluation method is
thought to be reasonable and is adopted here due to the fact that both the magnitude and
spatial distribution of the simulation are considered.

3. Results
3.1. Observation

Figure 1a shows the observed difference in precipitation between August and July in
the western North Pacific region. An increased precipitation center exists from the north-
ern part of the South China Sea to the Philippine Sea. To the north and south of this
increased precipitation center, there are two east-west-oriented negative precipitation cen-
ters in the Yangtze River Valley, along the way to Japan and the southeast Asian Islands.
The geography mentioned here are shown in Figure 2. This precipitation change from
July to August is intimately associated with the change in vertical motion. As shown
in Figure 1c, the increased precipitation is almost located in the regions where upward
motion strengthens from July to August. Meanwhile, the decreased precipitation belts
are associated with the downward motion strengthening from July to August. The cli-
matological vertical motion in July and August is upward motion over the broad region
in the western North Pacific (Figure 3), indicating that in boreal summer the convection
activity dominates this region, which can further impact the East Asia climate. Although
the maximum convection activity and associated upward motion in the middle layer are
located over the tropical region, the center of the precipitation increase from July to August
is located to the north of the maximum convection center, which is the region focused on
in the following analysis.
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Figure 3. Climatology of the vertical velocity at 500-hPa in (a) July and (b) August (units: Pa/s). The
black box denotes the region mainly focused on in this study (10–25◦ N, 115–155◦ E).

The climatological precipitation change from June to July and from July to August,
along with the simulation performances in the uncoupled Atmospheric General Circulation
Model (AGCM) and coupled CMIP5 models, have been examined in a previous study [30].
The author found that from June to July, the local SST increases, thus in AGCMs the
positive precipitation center can be reproduced very well. However, from July to August,
as shown in Figure 1b, the local SST decreases. It is argued that, for this reason, AGCMs
cannot capture the increasing precipitation center from July to August well. Compared
with AGCMs, coupled models can largely improve the increasing precipitation simulation.
This sub-seasonal configuration between precipitation change and SST change is essential
in order to understand the air–sea coupling process in the western North Pacific region.
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Figure 4 shows the climatological flux change in the air–sea interface from July to
August, including shortwave, longwave, latent heat, and sensible heat. The most promi-
nent change from July to August is a downward shortwave decrease, which results from
the increasing precipitation and associated convection activity. Thus, it is the precipita-
tion increase that causes SST cooling, which can further confirm the failure of AGCMs
in reproducing the precipitation change from July to August.
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To further understand the cause of the precipitation increases from July to August
in the western North Pacific region, a water vapor budget analysis was conducted, as
in many previous studies [36,37]. Figure 5 shows the spatial pattern of each item in the wa-
ter vapor budget equation, including vertical transport by the anomalous vertical motion,
horizontal transport, and evaporation. It is obvious that the precipitation increase is
mainly induced by the vertical motion change from July to August. The spatial pattern of
the precipitation change, and the first term are similar. The regional averaged contribution
from each term in the water vapor budget equation is shown in Figure 6. The first term
contributes more than 50% of the precipitation increase in the region. The second largest
contribution term is the horizontal change term. Comparatively, other terms make negli-
gible contributions to the precipitation change from July to August in the western North
Pacific region.
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3.2. CMIP6 Simulations

In the previous subsection, the observational precipitation increase from July to
August in the western North Pacific was examined. The water vapor budget analysis
confirmed that the precipitation increase can be mainly attributed to the vertical motion
change from July to August. In a previous study [30], CMIP5 AMIP simulations were
examined and the results show that they cannot reasonably reproduce the precipitation
increase from July to August, which is associated with the local SST change, as discussed
in the previous subsection. The eastward retreat of the WPSH cannot be reproduced by
AMIP experiments [29]. Taking air–sea interaction into consideration, coupled models can
improve the increased precipitation simulations [30]. However, coupled models still have
considerable bias. The magnitude of the precipitation increase in the ensemble mean of
the coupled models has been largely underestimated. According to the results discussed
in Section 3.1, the precipitation increase is primarily caused by the vertical motion change.
Thus, we want to know whether the coupled models bias is associated with the simulated
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vertical motion bias. In this subsection, we will first evaluate the AMIP and historical
simulations from the CMIP6 models in the simulation of the precipitation increase from
July to August in the western North Pacific region, and then show the relationship between
precipitation simulation and vertical motion simulation. The correlation coefficient, SDR,
and skills for precipitation and vertical velocity at 500 hPa are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Correlation coefficient, SDR and skills for precipitation.

Models
Correlation SDR Skill

AMIP Historical AMIP Historical AMIP Historical

MME 0.40 0.80 0.54 0.70 0.34 0.72
BCC-CSM2-MR 0.42 0.50 0.92 1.09 0.50 0.56

BCC-ESM1 0.45 0.40 1.30 0.96 0.49 0.49
CAMS-CSM1-0 0.68 0.63 1.46 1.41 0.61 0.59

CanESM5 0.37 0.63 0.94 1.10 0.46 0.66
CESM2 0.05 0.72 0.75 1.13 0.26 0.73

CESM2-FV2 −0.17 0.63 0.78 0.83 0.16 0.65
CESM2-WACCM −0.24 0.68 0.99 1.04 0.15 0.71

CESM2-WACCM-FV2 −0.36 0.54 0.94 0.85 0.10 0.57
CIESM −0.16 0.64 1.16 1.07 0.17 0.67

E3SM-1-0 0.32 0.73 0.59 1.09 0.33 0.74
EC-Earth3-Veg 0.66 0.70 1.13 1.09 0.68 0.72
FGOALS-f3-L 0.16 0.47 0.97 0.81 0.34 0.51
FGOALS-g3 0.07 0.50 1.48 1.26 0.25 0.53
FIO-ESM-2-0 0.34 0.65 0.75 0.96 0.42 0.68

IITM-ESM 0.35 0.67 0.95 1.11 0.46 0.69
INM-CM4-8 0.11 0.39 0.98 1.09 0.31 0.48
INM-CM5-0 0.20 0.44 1.03 1.19 0.36 0.50
KACE-1-0-G 0.43 0.56 0.95 1.48 0.51 0.53

MIROC6 −0.04 0.23 1.25 0.93 0.22 0.37
MPI-ESM1-2-HR 0.27 0.54 0.91 1.19 0.40 0.57

MRI-ESM2-0 0.31 0.65 0.94 1.13 0.43 0.67
NESM3 0.55 −0.01 1.34 0.77 0.55 0.23

NorCPM1 0.01 0.58 0.71 0.72 0.23 0.56
NorESM2-LM −0.03 0.63 0.84 1.04 0.23 0.66

SAM0-UNICON 0.05 0.56 1.06 0.97 0.28 0.61
TaiESM1 0.12 0.67 0.75 0.91 0.29 0.69

Table 4. Correlation coefficient, SDR and skills for vertical velocity at 500-hPa.

Models
Correlation SDR Skill

AMIP Historical AMIP Historical AMIP Historical

MME 0.38 0.73 0.59 0.77 0.36 0.69
BCC-CSM2-MR 0.29 0.47 1.03 1.14 0.42 0.53

BCC-ESM1 0.40 0.37 1.27 1.00 0.46 0.47
CAMS-CSM1-0 0.47 0.43 1.46 1.60 0.47 0.41

CanESM5 0.31 0.54 1.06 1.30 0.43 0.55
CESM2 0.11 0.61 0.88 1.18 0.30 0.63

CESM2-FV2 −0.15 0.60 0.93 0.97 0.18 0.64
CESM2-WACCM −0.18 0.62 1.10 1.14 0.17 0.65

CESM2-WACCM-FV2 −0.26 0.47 1.06 0.98 0.14 0.54

CIESM −0.15 0.64 1.21 1.16 0.17 0.66
E3SM-1-0 0.36 0.60 0.82 1.41 0.44 0.57

EC-Earth3-Veg 0.65 0.61 1.34 1.25 0.62 0.62
FGOALS-f3-L 0.19 0.52 1.08 0.96 0.35 0.58
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Table 4. cont.

Models
Correlation SDR Skill

AMIP Historical AMIP Historical AMIP Historical

FGOALS-g3 0.28 0.26 1.80 1.85 0.29 0.28
FIO-ESM-2-0 0.37 0.62 0.84 1.04 0.46 0.65

IITM-ESM 0.23 0.57 1.15 1.45 0.37 0.54
INM-CM4-8 0.20 0.45 0.85 0.94 0.35 0.53
INM-CM5-0 0.33 0.49 0.94 1.12 0.44 0.55
KACE-1-0-G 0.40 0.52 1.00 1.63 0.49 0.46

MIROC6 −0.02 0.16 1.23 1.13 0.23 0.33
MPI-ESM1-2-HR 0.28 0.48 0.98 1.26 0.41 0.52

MRI-ESM2-0 0.34 0.49 1.12 1.33 0.44 0.51
NESM3 0.44 0.16 1.33 0.87 0.48 0.33

NorCPM1 0.01 0.51 0.77 0.84 0.24 0.56
NorESM2-LM 0.04 0.54 0.93 1.14 0.27 0.58

SAM0-UNICON 0.18 0.58 1.23 1.11 0.33 0.61
TaiESM1 0.15 0.61 0.89 1.02 0.33 0.65

Figure 7 shows the climatological precipitation difference from July to August in AMIP
models. Since CMIP models show a large uncertainty in reproducing the East Asian
summer precipitation [41,42], a model consistent test was used in this study to investigate
whether different models show a similar performance. When 80% of the CMIP6 models
agree with the MME results, we consider the model performance to be consistent [41,42].
In Figure 7a, it is evident that the MME cannot capture the observed precipitation increase
from July to August without 80% of the CMIP6 models agreeing with the MME result.
Only nine models can reproduce the observed precipitation change in the focus region
(Figure 7b). This is related to the fact that the local SST decreases from July to August.
In AMIP experiments, air–sea interaction is absent, and the precipitation responds passively
to the prescribed SST change. Thus, driven by the decrease in SST, the local precipitation
is suppressed. However, the performances of the models are not consistent in simulating
the precipitation difference without 80% of the CMIP6 models agreeing with the MME
result in the regions discussed. It is interesting that some models can still reproduce
the precipitation increase in AMIP experiments (e.g., CAMS-CSM1-0 and EC-Earth3-Ve),
indicating that the precipitation increase may be induced by other mechanisms besides
the local SST change.

Compared with the AMIP experiments, historical experiments can largely improve
the precipitation increase simulation from July to August (Figure 8); 80% of the differ-
ent models agree with the MME. Most models can capture the precipitation increase
in the focus region in the western North Pacific. The MME shows a notable increase
in precipitation, although the magnitude is still underestimated compared with that found
in the observation. The improvements from AMIP can be clearly seen in the skill score.
The AMIP MME skill score is only 0.34, which is improved to 0.72 in historical experiments
(Table 3).
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Figure 7. (a) Climatological precipitation change in observation, multi-model ensemble (MME) of AMIP simulations, and
AMIP simulations from each model (units: mm/d). Black dots in MME denote the regions where 80% of the CMIP6 model
results agree with the ensemble mean results. (b) The area-averaged precipitation change over the main focus region in this
study (10–25◦ N, 115–155◦ E). The change means the difference between August and July.
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From the observational analysis in the previous subsection, we found the climatologi-
cal precipitation increase from July to August in the western North Pacific is intimately
associated with the dynamical item in vertical motion change. Thus, we further explored
the simulated 500-hPa vertical velocity change in both AMIP and historical experiments
(Figures 9 and 10). The pattern of vertical motion change can well match the precipitation
change in the observations and simulations of individual models. The observed upward
motion strengthening in the focus region is largely underestimated in the AMIP MME
but improved in historical simulations. Figure 11 shows the regional average (in the focus
black box region) change in vertical motion at 500-hPa and the precipitation from July
to August. From the observation, it is evident that the precipitation increase from July
to August is associated with the strengthening of the local upward motion. In the multi-
model simulations, the precipitation change is intimately related to the vertical motion
change, with an inter-model correlation coefficient of −0.7. This implies that the model
with a better performance in the simulation of the vertical motion strengthening tends to
reproduce the precipitation increase better. However, there is still uncertainty concerning
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this relationship. For example, there are several models that can reproduce the strength-
ening in upward motion, but that fail to reproduce the local precipitation increase (e.g.,
CanESM5, FIO-ESM-2-0, and NorCPM1). Thus, there are other factors that can induce
the precipitation change bias in addition to the vertical motion change, which deserves
further research.
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Figure 11. Regional averaged (10–25◦ N, 115–155◦ E) climatological precipitation change (green dots, Units: mm/d) versus
500-hPa vertical velocity change (bars, units: Pa/s) from July to August in the observation and historical simulations for
each model. The change means the difference between August and July.

The relationship between the precipitation simulation and vertical motion simula-
tion can also been seen in the skill scores, as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 also shows
a comparison between the AMIP and historical simulations. It is evident that the histor-
ical simulations improve compared with the AMIP simulations, for both precipitation
and vertical motion change, with 0.36 for the AMIP MME and 0.69 for the historical
MME in the simulation of climatological vertical motion change. Figure 12a shows that
the precipitation simulation and vertical motion simulation are almost linearly correlated,
indicating that a better performance in the simulation of vertical motion may lead to
a better simulation of the precipitation increase from July to August. Thus, this further
indicates that the precipitation change is due to the local circulation change, as revealed by
the water vapor budget analysis (Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 12. (a) Scatterplot of the skill score of the climatological 500-hPa vertical velocity change
vs. precipitation change in the AMIP (blue) and historical (red) experiments. The skill scores for
precipitation and 500-hPa vertical velocity in MME (labeled 1) and each model are shown in (b,c),
respectively. The change means the difference between August and July.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the climatological precipitation increase from July to August over
the western North Pacific region simulated by CMIP6 AMIP and historical experiments
was investigated. Firstly, observational analysis showed that the precipitation increase
is associated with the local SST decrease from July to August. In addition, the pattern of
precipitation increase is similar to the vertical motion change at 500-hPa, indicating that
the precipitation increase is related to the circulation change. Then, a moisture budget
analysis was conducted, further confirming that the precipitation increase is mainly in-
duced by the vertical motion strengthening in the WNP region, while other items make
secondary contributions. After observational analysis, experiments from both AMIP and
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historical simulations with 26 CMIP6 models were evaluated. The CMIP6 model simula-
tions confirmed the CMIP5 models results, finding that coupled models can improve the
simulation of the climatological precipitation increase from July to August in the WNP
region. The reason for this improvement is that the precipitation increase is associated
with local SST decreases in the observation. Thus, driven by the observed SST decrease,
the precipitation decreases concurrently, opposite to the observed precipitation increase.
Taking air–sea coupling into consideration, in historical experiments this observed precip-
itation increase can be reasonably reproduced. In addition to the air–sea coupling, this
study further investigates the impact of circulation change on the precipitation increase.
In the simulation, the precipitation change is significantly correlated to the 500-hPa vertical
motion change, with an inter-model correlation coefficient of −0.7. Models with a better
performance in the simulation of vertical motion change from July to August tend to have
a better performance in the simulation of the precipitation increase. Thus, the conclusions
of this study claim that two factors are responsible for the bias of the precipitation increase
from July to August in climate models: air–sea coupling processes and the performance
in vertical motion change simulation.
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